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ABSTRACT The localization problem for multi-robot teams has been extensively studied with the goal
of obtaining precise positioning information, such as required by a variety of robotic applications. This
paper proposes a dynamic localization approach that exploits multiple robots equipped with range-only ultra-
wideband sensors to create and maintain a common self-adaptive coordinate system. For 2-D localization,
we use three robots with relative range measurements to build a global coordinate system. We recursively
apply an extended Kalman filter, which results in accurate position estimates over time. We also propose a
reconfiguration approach that prevents error accumulation from ultra-wideband sensors. The applicability
of our approach is tested through a campaign of simulations, which show promising results.
INDEX TERMS Multi-robot, range-only localization, UWB, EKF.
I. INTRODUCTION
Multi–robot and swarm robotics systems have a high poten-
tial to solve various real–world challenges, such as under-
water exploration, establishing network coverage, search and
rescue missions, etc. [1]. A key advantage of swarm robotics
in contrast to traditional approaches, is its decentralized
architecture, which is most suited to highly dynamic and
harsh environments, where it is hard to achieve sufficient
system reliability and robustness using centralized systems.
In addition, with a decentralized approach, solutions tend to
be simpler and more flexible [2]. In this paper, we focus on
a decentralized system architecture for the purpose of robot
localization.
As one of the fundamental challenges in mobile robotics,
robot localization has been extensively studied in the
past [3]–[5], using various approaches, sensors, and for dif-
ferent application scenarios [6]–[9]. In general, based on their
architecture, current localization methods can be classified in
two main groups: global/centralized (e.g., using global posi-
tioning system, overhead cameras, motion capture systems,
etc.) or relative/decentralized (e.g., using laser range finders,
ultra–sonic sensors, onboard cameras, etc.).
Though a great number of publications address localiza-
tion, there are still open challenges, specifically in the context
of fully decentralized systems, as are swarms of robots.
In this paper, we propose a decentralized localization sys-
tem for swarm robotics with ultra–wideband (UWB) ranging
sensors in a two-dimensional plane. The selection of this
particular sensor is due to its accuracy, low cost, and the fact
that it is not limited to line–of–sight. However, localization
using range–only information requires addressing of several
issues.
First, the orientation of the robots needs to be estimated,
and second, UWB range measurements become less accurate
with distance, which requires to mitigate error accumulation.
Our method addresses these issues in three stages: a) initial-
ization, b) localization, and c) reconfiguration as illustrated
by Fig. 1. In our approach, the swarm collectively creates and
maintains a common coordinate system that is used for the
localization of individual robots, while being continuously
updated to minimize the position error coming from UWB
measurements.
The primary goal of the initialization stage is to select three
reference robots that are used to create a coordinate system.
Initially, the swarm members elect the first robot, also called
the leader. The choice of the leader is based on neighbor
density, and the leader itself becomes one of the reference
robots. After this step, the leader selects two additional robots
which are then used to create a coordinate system. Finally,
this coordinate system is sharedwith the other members in the
swarm, which use the information to compute their position.1
As the robots move to perform their tasks, their coordinates
change and the distances can increase, thus building up
1The assumption used here is that all the robots within the swarm are able
to communicate within the operating area.
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FIGURE 1. The system structure of dynamic range-only localization of
multiple robots.
estimation errors. In practice, pure trilateration is not suitable
for continuous localization. This issue of the dynamics of the
system is handled in the localization stage.
In the localization stage, an extended Kalman filter (EKF)
is applied for localization estimation. The EKF only requires
the initial position of any given robot, and performs con-
tinuous localization using the common coordinate system.
As the robots are moving, the UWB measurement error also
builds up for the position of the reference robot, so this can
potentially introduce additional error.
In the final stage, reconfiguration, we select a new set of
reference robots based on the centroid of the swarm when
the measurement uncertainty passes a given threshold, sig-
nificantly reducing the estimation error. In the following sec-
tions, we describe all stages in detail, and show the accuracy
measurements resulting from a simulation campaign.
To summarize, the contributions of this paper are:
(a) a dynamic self–adaptive approach for multi–robot
localization based on range–only information,
(b) a method for determining a swarm central point and
coordinate–system reconfiguration for the purpose of
mitigating UWB sensor measurement error,
(c) a reconfiguration mechanism for the dynamic adap-
tation of the formation dynamics and to avoid error
accumulation, and finally,
(d) an application of EKF to obtain accurate position esti-
mation of moving robots using UWB sensors.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II
makes a brief review of localization sensors, strategies, and
estimation models; Section III illustrates the proposed local-
ization system; in Section IV, we introduce the EKF and we
detail the dynamic localization estimation; we evaluate the
proposed approach is evaluated in simulation in Section V;
finally, Section VI concludes the paper.
II. RELATED WORK
Localization is a well known and explored research subject: to
present a structured and clear picture of the related work, this
section is divided in three main topics in localization: sensors,
strategies, and estimation models.
A. LOCALIZATION SENSORS
The application of traditional sensors, such as RGB or IR
cameras, laser range finders, ultrasonic sensors, global posi-
tioning system (GPS), etc., in swarm robotics can be limiting.
This is due to the fact that these sensors typically require
heavy processing, or can only be used by a centralized sys-
tem, or only work in certain types of environments.
Localization methods which use high-resolution RGB
cameras usually rely on a vision subsystem which recognizes
a set of QR markers (e.g. AprilTags [10]), which have a
significant impact on processing resources [11]. To avoid this,
researchers often use motion capture systems (e.g. Optitrack,
Vicon [12], [13]) with a set of robots carrying physical IR
markers that are unique for each robot. Although these meth-
ods are very precise, they are limited to a laboratory envi-
ronment. In addition, the camera–marker solutions usually
require centralized processing, which distributes the positions
of the robots through a shared communication channel.
The use of GPS and derivatives (DGPS, RTK) is a con-
venient options, but its application is limited to a restricted
set of environments. To ensure proper signal reception, it is
often necessary to have a clear view of the sky, which man-
dates outdoor usage, with a meter scale precision. This is an
ongoing issue for underwater, indoor, and robots for planetary
exploration. In such environments, researchers often apply
acoustic-based sensors or laser range scanners to use rela-
tive measures of the robot’s environment for its localization.
While there have been numerous successful applications of
these, the decision between the two usually involves a tradeoff
between precision and price. Since swarm robotics assumes
tens, hundreds, or even more robots, this can be an issue.
In addition, the usage of these sensors is limited to line–of–
sight and requires significant processing capabilities.
Ultra-Wide Band (UWB) sensors are a promising
solution for localization, considering the cost per unit, accu-
racy, and the available bandwidth [14]. They are advanta-
geous for their inherent data transmission features, while
not being restricted to line–of–sight. However, UWB sen-
sors did not receive much attention in robotics due to their
drawbacks in resolution and accuracy [15]. Recent works by
González et al. [16], Hollinger et al. [17], Prorok and
Martinoli et al. [14], [18], Prorok et al. [19] have shown
that UWB sensors can be successfully used for localization,
with accuracy around 5 cm. In particular, UWB sensors are
suitable for swarm robotics as they can be used in a fully
decentralized manner [20].
B. LOCALIZATION STRATEGIES
To successfully perform localization, the swarm of robots
needs to agree on a reference coordinate system, which is
used to transform all relative measurements into position data
for each member of the swarm. A simple and straightfor-
ward approach is to use a fixed reference frame [21], [22].
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This requires a set of beacons, which can either be static
robots or external devices which are not part of the swarm.
However, with this approach the general assumption is that
a reference coordinate frame is known beforehand. This
presents a major challenge for a swarm which is to be
deployed in an unknown environment, with no access to
global positioning, e.g. an underwater sensor array. Such
scenario does not assume a-priori information about the envi-
ronment nor a consensus on the reference frame. While this
issue has been addressed in the past, current solutions require
static swarm members that other robots use for localization
(e.g., [23], [24]). Indelman et al. [25] use a probabilistic
approach to achieve a consensus for the reference framewhen
dealing with spurious measurements (i.e., false negatives).
In a recent publication, Shirazi and Jin [26] developed a
localization method that requires a swarm of robots to be
surrounded by several static robots which act as beacons to
determine a common coordinate system. Using three robots,
their algorithm provides coordinates for other robots within
the team using relative trilateration. While this approach is
promising, it requires that the robots be stationary in the
localization stage. A good overview of traditional distributed
estimation techniques, such as Non-Bayesian, Bayesian and
Factor graphs is given by Wymeersch et al. [27]. However,
in contrast to our approach, authors combine communi-
cation networks with a positioning system. In our paper,
the communication network is used only for information
sharing. The range sensors and non–linear Kalman filters
are then applied to perform localization and infer position
information.
C. ESTIMATION MODELS FOR LOCALIZATION
In multi-robot system, collaborative localization is a more
robust approach to the localization problem [28]. While there
are a variety of strategies, the prevailing methods use proba-
bilistic models, which caught on in the early days of simulta-
neous localization and mapping (SLAM). Fox et al. [29] and
Thrun [30].provided a general framework which used prob-
abilistic methods, such as Monte–Carlo and Markov chains
to localize robots, while keeping track of uncertainty. In such
approaches, each robot is assigned a probabilistic cloud of
particles representing its position, which is reduced when a
robot detects a known feature in the environment, or another
robot. Prorok et al. [31] proposed a similar approach for
multi–robot localization using a range and bearing sensor.
Their goal was to minimize the overall complexity of the
particle filter based approach by defining reciprocal sampling
which allowed to reduce the number of necessary particles.
Luft et al. [32] recently proposed a fully decentralized local-
ization algorithm based on the EKF. The algorithm tracks
inter–robot correlations and it does not require measure-
ment storage. Their method focuses on localization, assum-
ing limited communication to neighboring robots. In this
paper, we adopt a similar approach using EKF filters while
a relative coordinate system is built based on range–only
UWB sensors.
III. RANGE-ONLY SELF-ORGANIZED LOCALIZATION
As a team of robots equipped with UWB sensors is deployed
within an unknown area, their localization becomes a chal-
lenge. These robots need to use only range information to
create a common coordinate system in which every robot can
estimate its position and that of its team members. To be
applicable in the real world, the entire procedure should be
fully automated, self–organized, and maintained in time so
that the robots can seamlessly perform their tasks.
To complete this challenge, we propose a localization
procedure divided into three consecutive stages: a) localiza-
tion system initialization, b) localization and state estimation
using an EKF, and c) the localization system dynamic recon-
figuration.
A. STAGE 1: LOCALIZATION SYSTEM INITIALIZATION
As initial state, we assume that all members of a multi–
robot team are scattered in an unknown region. To success-
fully perform localization, the robots first need to agree on
a common reference frame, i.e. robots need to develop a
common coordinate system. Since we are dealingwith range–
only information, the approach to developing a common
coordinate system in this paper requires three robots, namely
a leader and two reference robots. The imaginary line con-
necting the reference robots then represents the x–axis, while
the imaginary line crossing through the leader robot as an
orthogonal projection to x–axis, represents the y–axis. After
this, a common coordinate system can be shared between all
robots, which can infer their positions using trilateration.
In general, the robots in the multi–robot team are classified
into three categories:
• reference robots – after initialization, each reference
robot keeps estimating its position. In addition, robots
that have been localized can be added into a shared table
as reference robots;
• non-reference robots – use the position of reference
robots to estimate an initial position based on trilater-
ation. The non-reference robots localized by the trilater-
ation become reference robots;
• marginal robots – represent the robots at the boundary
of the current reference frame (further described in the
following).
The information between robots is shared by means of
a bio–inspired distributed consensus system called Virtual
Stigmergy. The Virtual stigmergy can be seen as a tuple
space shared between all the robots in the swarm via a
communication medium [33]. We refer to this tuple space
as the virtual stigmergy table (VST). This means that, once
a robot stores some data into the VST, this information will
gradually propagate until it is shared by all swarm members
within communication range, although not instantly. For this
work, we described the robots’ behavior with a domain–
specific programming language for swarm robotics called
Buzz, in which the VST and its propagation are built-in [34].
Using the VST, all robots reach a consensus on which robot
is elected leader, along with two additional reference robots.
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To clarify further, consider the initialization phase, which
is divided in three tasks: leader robot election, reference
robot selection, and finally coordinate system creation and
propagation.
1) LEADER ROBOT ELECTION
The election for the leader robot is by bidding on neighbor
density. Therefore, the robot which has the most neighbors
within a given range will be selected as a leader. Such choice
is based on two reasons: a) the range of the UWB is limited,
meaning that picking any random robot would not guarantee
that it will have reference robots within its range, and also b)
selecting robots which are clustered closer together reduces
the initial measurement error of the UWB (as it is increased
with distance). We would emphasize that in the initialization
stage, we develop an initial (possibly sub-optimal) coordinate
system that is improved in the next stages.
Initially, each robot obtains the number of its neighbors and
offers it as a bid in the VST. This information is propagated
between the robots, and once the robot with most neighbors
becomes known, it is selected as a leader, by its unique
identifier (ID). Fig. 2 shows this step, and illustrates several
differently colored candidates. In this example, the red can-
didate has the highest number of neighbors and it is selected
as a leader.
FIGURE 2. Leader election based on distributed consensus.
2) REFERENCE ROBOTS SELECTION
Once the swarm determines the leader, it needs two more
reference robots to create a common 2D coordinate system.
The reference robots are selected based on the following
criteria: a) a robot is within the UWB measurement range
of the leader, b) robot is the closest to the leader, so that it
has lower measurement error from the UWB sensor. Fig. 3
illustrates two selected robots (a, b, marked in yellow), which
are used in the following step to create the coordinate system.
To clarify the proposed approach, Algorithm 1 (lines 1–27)
provides in-depth details. The algorithm starts by initializing
all the necessary local variables (lines 1–3); where leader_id
stores the identifier of the elected leader, reference_robot
stores the selection of reference robots, leader_election is a
flag which indicates whether the procedure of electing the
leader is finished, and finally, bid contains the number of
FIGURE 3. Reference robots (red and yellow dots) create coordinate
system.
Algorithm 1: Coordinate System Initialization Phase
input : Virtual stigmergy table (VST)
output: Virtual stigmergy table with robots l, a, b
and a coordinate system.
1 leader_id, reference_robot(.a, .b)← ∅;
2 leader_election← true;
3 bid ← neighbors.count();
4 while leader_election do
5 if bid < VST.get_leader_bid() then
6 leader_id ← VST.get_leader_id();
7 else
8 VST.get_leader_bid()← bid ;
9 VST.get_leader_id()← id ;
10 leader_id ← id ;
11 end




16 if id == leader_id then
17 robots_list =
neighbors.foreach().sort_by_dist();
18 for roboti, roboti+1 from robots_list do









28 if id == leader_id then
29 create_coordinate_system();
30 end
neighbors of a current robot within a certain range (using a
UWB sensor).
Once they reach the main while loop (line 4), robots read
the current highest bid, i.e. number of neighbors that is shared
via Virtual Stigmergy, using the VST.get_leader_bid() oper-
ation. If the current bid is lower than the one that a current
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robot has, it will swap its value, along with its identifier in
the VST. This process is continuously repeated until a barrier
is triggered.
In this context, a barrier refers to a mechanism which
halts the further execution of the program until all robots
reach consensus. In this case, they wait for everyone to
have a chance to compare its bid. The barrier is a direct
implementation of consensus among robots in the swarm.
Essentially, it uses the VST, and a swarm table (a construct
which contains the information about all swarm members
in a decentralized manner) [33]. Moreover, once the oper-
ation VST.leader_barrier() returns True, the leader elec-
tion is complete. Afterwards (lines 16–27), if the current
robot is the leader robot, it sorts its neighbors based on
distance and makes a robot_list . Every couple of robots in
the list is checked not to be forming a line with the leader
by function check_in_line. Finally, the leader selects its
two closest non-colinear neighbors as references and writes
their identifiers into the VST. Also, (lines 28–30) the same
robot constructs the common coordinate system with the
create_coordinate_system(), which uses the barrier mecha-
nism to wait for all robots to confirm that the system was
received. The details on the coordinate system creation are
given in the following.
3) BUILDING A COMMON COORDINATE SYSTEM
After electing the leader along and two companion refer-
ence robots, we can create a coordinate system. Although
our approach was partially inspired by the work of Shirazi
and Jin [26], we propose a more intuitive way of creating a
common coordinate system, which is performed by the leader
robot. Fig. 3 also illustrates that the reference robots a and b
lie on the x–axis, while the leader robot l lies on a positive
y–axis, which is an orthogonal projection on the x axis.


















b = (dab + vab)
2, (1)
where zla, zlb, and zab represent the range measurements from
robots l to a, from l to b, and from a to b, respectively. dla,
dlb, and dab represent the true distance between two robots,
while vla, vlb, and vab are the corresponding measurement
noise, which are subsequently corrected in the filter. From
the above equations, the coordinates of the leader and the
two referent robots are solved in the following form; (0, yl),
(xa, 0), and (xb, 0), respectively, which are determined by the

























zla − xa2 =
√
zlb − xb2. (2)
FIGURE 4. Localization of other robots within the coordinate system.
The leading robot l shares this information, along with
the corresponding robot identifier using the VST. After the
propagation of the VST data, all robots share the common
coordinate system which is used to calculate their positions
and positions of their neighbors. Fig. 4 shows how a robot c
performs trilateration, i.e. signal intersection from the center
points of the leader robot l (dashed red circle), and reference
robots a (green dashed circle) and b (orange dashed line).
Only during this initial phase while creating the common
coordinate system, we require the robots to be stationary.
Afterwards, all robots execute the same EKF localization
algorithm and perform collaborative localization.
Comparing to other similar work by Kurazume et al. [23],
Corenejo and Nagpal et al. [24], or Shirazi et al. [26] , this is a
significant improvement, as methods proposed in their work
also require some robots to be static during the entire local-
ization phase. Also, our approach does not require that the
first three reference robots cover the distribution of the entire
swarm. If the reference nodes are not within UWB range,
neighbors who are already localized are used for trilateration,
as implemented in our simulations. After the initialization,
the robots use EKFs to estimate their positions with UWB
measurements from their neighbors.
B. STAGE 2: LOCALIZATION AND
ESTIMATION WITH THE EKF
After the initialization is completed, the initial positions of
all robots are fed to the EKF to continuously estimate their
position. Further details on the EKF is provided in Section IV.
This concludes the process of creating a common coordi-
nate system and performing the initial localization. As the
robots continue to perform their tasks, the UWB error con-
tributes to the overall localization error of each robot [35],
so the following task is to mitigate the error by optimizing
the selection of robots that are used to create a new and more
suitable coordinate system.
C. STAGE 3: DYNAMIC COORDINATE
SYSTEM RECONFIGURATION
Having initialized a common coordinate system, in this stage
the swarm is able to use their individual positions to mitigate
erroneous measurements by the UWB, which are increasing
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with the distance. In particular, robots are now able to reduce
this error by reelecting a new leader and new reference robots,
that are roughly equally distant from all other members, i.e.
those that are closest to the centroid of their distribution
within the operating area, rather than just based on the neigh-
bor density as in the initial stage.
We refer to this stage as the reconfiguration, and it takes
place in two cases: immediately after the initialization of the
initial coordinate system and b) whenever the distribution of
the robots has drastically changed from the previous config-
uration.
The dynamic reconfiguration of the coordinate system
involves three steps:marginal robot selection, reconfiguration
triggering, and coordinate system reconfiguration.
1) MARGINAL ROBOT SELECTION
While in operation, robots continuously move and conse-
quently their pose estimation changes. Therefore, the mem-
bers of the multi–robot team need to keep track of their
distribution, and in particular the change of this distribution
since the previous reconfiguration.
For this purpose, we developed an approach by which
robots continuously select marginal robots, i.e. robots closest
to the edge of their distribution. This is performed in a similar
way as the bidding for the leader. However, in this case, using
the VST, robots compare their minimum and maximum x and
y coordinates with the goal of determining the top-, bottom-,
left-, and right-most robots. Note that we assume that initially
all robots are randomly distributed within a 2D Euclidean
plane. Therefore, each robot writes its position in VST only
if its position is further away than what already written in the
VST, hence becoming a marginal robot.
The position of marginal robots is then used to calculate
the centroid dC of a tetragon bounded by their position. This
centroid position is assumed to be the center point of the
distribution of robots, and it is used as a candidate point
around which the new leader should be found. Such tetragon,
along with the centroid, is illustrated in Fig. 5. The point cC
represents the origin of a current coordinate system.
FIGURE 5. Selection of marginal robots (red dots).
2) RECONFIGURATION REQUEST TRIGGER
The robots continuously calculate the distance between the
current origin cC and the candidate origin dC , and if its
value is beyond a given threshold, it triggers a reconfiguration
request.
3) COORDINATE SYSTEM RECONFIGURATION
Robots are notified that the reconfiguration is about to take
place via the VST and go into the same process as in the
initialization step described in Section III-A.1.
Namely, robots start the selection process for the leader
robot l, which is followed by the selection of two new refer-
ence robots a and b, as depicted in Fig. 6. Note, however, that
the leader is selected as the robot closest to the calculated dC ,
as in this scenario the bidding criterion is the positional
information of dC , instead of the neighbor density.
FIGURE 6. Reconfiguration of coordinate system.
Furthermore, once the leader and reference robots are
selected, the following procedure of coordinate system propa-
gation and continuous localization are the same as previously
described in Section III-A.3. Only after the reconfiguration
process is complete, robots start to use the new coordinate
system, along with the new position within that reference
frame.
Algorithm 2 shows the details of the proposed approach
for continuous coordinate system reconfiguration. The input
of the algorithm is the VST and the position of the robot.
The algorithm starts by initializing local variables:
VST.marg_robots which is used to store current marginal
robots, and new_ref _robots(.leader, .a, .b) which stores the
new set of reference robots (i.e. leader and two references).
The while loop (lines 4–8) uses the barrier mechanism
through which we ensure that all robots reach a consensus
on marginal robots. Specifically, all robots compare their
positions with the current position of marginal robots using
the compare operation. This operation returns True if and
only if the minimum and maximum coordinates are such that
a marginal robot needs to be replaced, which is performed
by the update operation. Once the barrier is reached, the
following step (line 9) calculates the centroid of the tetragon
bound by the marginal robots, and this value is stored in
VST.marg_centroid . After this, all robots are aware of the
centroid position and are able to obtain reference robots.
If the threshold is triggered (line 10), the closest robot (again
agreed through the VST, line 11) obtains the list of all
their neighbors sorted by distance (line 12). The first three
robots are selected as reference robots (lines 13–15). Finally
(lines 17–20), the new coordinate system is shared by the
leader through the VST.
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Algorithm 2: Coordinate System Reconfiguration
input : VST, position
output: VST with all robots sharing the new
coordinate system
1 VST.marg_robots← ∅ ;
2 reconfiguration_distance← inf .;
3 new_ref _robots(.leader, .a, .b)← ∅;
4 while VST.marg_robots_barrier() do




9 VST.marg_centroid = center(VST.marg_robots);






13 new_ref _robots.leader ← robots_list[0];
14 new_ref _robots.a← robots_list[1];
15 new_ref _robots.b← robots_list[2];
16 end
17 VST.ref _robots← new_ref _robots;
18 VST.leader_id ← new_ref _robots.leader ;




The proposed reconfiguration process is running continu-
ously to minimize the erroneous measurements by the UWB
minimal on average, with respect to the distribution of robots.
IV. DYNAMIC LOCALIZATION ESTIMATION WITH EKF
In our system, every robot continuously estimates its location
in the coordinate system after initialization or reconfigura-
tion. In the beginning, a robot only needs the initial coordi-
nates provided by trilateration, which is kept updated with an
EKF estimator. Other high-order Kalman filters could also
be considered as future work, when dealing with very high
nonlinearities [36].
In this paper, we assume that a team of mobile robots is
operating in a 2D Euclidean plane and the position tracking
is based on range-only measurements, which is a marked
difference from state-of-the-art scenarios using bearing infor-
mation. It is reasonable to assume that the initial position of
each robot can be accurately computed based on the range
measurements in the initial frame of reference [37]. Assum-
ing that robot i can move in 2D with speed vi, in each time–
step it can only move within a circular region centered in its
position. Note that since the motion of a target robot can be
reliably predicted for the next time step only, our objective is
to locate and track the position of robots at consecutive time
steps.
A. STATE ESTIMATION
1) EXTENDED KALMAN FILTER
As physical processes and/or observation models are gen-
erally nonlinear, we cannot directly apply a linear Kalman
filter. To overcome this issue, the standard approach is to use
a linearized EKFmodel, obtained by continuously linearizing
models before applying estimation techniques [38]–[40].
Let xi(k) = [xi(k) ẋi(k) yi(k) ẏi(k)]T be the i-th robot state
at time tk . (xi(k), yi(k)) is the i-th robot position in Cartesian
coordinates and the dot notation indicates differentiation with
respect to time. Considering a random walk, the motion
model can be given in the following form:
xi(k) = Fkxi(k − 1)+ wk ,






where wk is the process noise, which we assume white Gaus-
sian, Tk = tk − tk−1, I2 is a 2 × 2 identity matrix, and ⊗
denotes the Kronecker product. At time tk , a robot produces
range-only measurements to reference robots.
In most practical navigation applications, a reference tra-
jectory does not exist beforehand. Therefore, the EKF uses
the current estimated state at each time step k as a lineariza-
tion point. If the filter operates properly, the linearization
error around the estimated solution can be maintained at a
reasonably small value [40], [41].
Generally, the EKF algorithm can be described as:
x̂k|k−1 = Fk x̂k−1,

















Pk = (I−KkHk)Pk|k−1, (4)
where ·̂ stands for an estimate, P is the state covariance
matrix, Q the process noise covariance matrix, R the mea-
surement noise covariance matrix, F the state transition
matrix, K the Kalman gain, H the observation matrix, G the
Jacobian matrix with respect to process noise, and M the
Jacobian matrix with respect to measurement noise. Note
that the state-transition function is linear, and the observation
function h(·) is non–linear.
B. MEASUREMENT MODEL
At tk+1, robot-i measures its range dj(k + 1) to the reference
robots, j = 1, · · · ,N , where N is the number of reference
robots. Therefore the measurement equation is:





wdN (k + 1)
, i=1, · · · ,N .
(5)




i,j(k + 1), (6)
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where 1xi,j(k + 1) = xi(k + 1) − xj(k + 1) and 1yi,j(k +
1) = yi(k + 1) − yj(k + 1) are the relative positions of i–th
and the j–th reference robot, respectively, expressed in current
coordinates. Note also that
w(k + 1) = [wd1 (k + 1), · · · ,wdN (k + 1)]
T (7)
is the noise in robot i’s measurements, which we assume
zero–mean white Gaussian noise with covariance
Ri(k + 1) = E[wdi (k + 1)w
T




R(k + 1) = E[w(k+1)wT (k + 1)] = diag(Ri(k + 1)). (9)
The measurement Equation (5) is a nonlinear function of the
state variable xi. The measurement-error equation, obtained
by linearizing Eq. 4 is
z̃(k + 1|k) = z(k + 1)− ẑ(k + 1|k)
≈ Hk+1x̃i(k + 1|k)+ w(k + 1), (10)
where
ẑ(k + 1|k) = [ẑT1 (k+1|k), ẑ
T




ẑTi (k + 1|k) = [d̂i(k + 1|k)]
T





1x̂i,j(k + 1) = x̂i(k + 1|k)− xj(k + 1)
1ŷi,j(k + 1) = ŷi(k + 1|k)− yj(k + 1)
x̃i(k + 1|k) = xi(k + 1)− x̂i(k + 1|k).






hdj,k+1 = [d1(k + 1), · · · , dN (k + 1)].
One can observe that the measurement Equation (6) is non-
linear and its first derivative exist, which justifies the use of
the EKF.
V. SIMULATION RESULTS
This section demonstrates and evaluates the proposed
approach separately, with ARGoS [42] and Matlab simula-
tions. Matlab was mainly used as a proof–of–concept, while
ARGoS is a multi–physics simulator, which provides a con-
crete step towards the implementation of the algorithm on a
team of robots. In addition, ARGoS natively supports Buzz
which, as previously mentioned, implements the VST that is
essential for this work.
A. SIMULATIONS OF SYSTEM INITIALIZATION
AND RECONFIGURATION
Consider a swarm of robots as shown in Fig. 7. Here, robots
are involved in the bidding process to select a leader robot.
Each robot has a range within which it can detect its neigh-
bors, and for this simulation it is set to 2 m (one-floor rect-
angle represents one meter). All robots apply Algorithm 1
FIGURE 7. System initialization stage: three robots are selected as
reference robots to build a coordinate system.
and achieve the consensus that the robot fb10 is the initial
leader. According to the proposed algorithm, its two closest
neighbors, robots fb7 and fb11 are selected as reference
robots which it uses to create the initial coordinate system
(which is also illustrated in Fig. 7).
Suppose that after the initialization, the reconfiguration
process is triggered and a new coordinate system needs to be
constructed and shared with all robots. Since in this phase, all
robots are aware of their positions in a previously constructed
coordinate system, four marginal robots are selected via dis-
tributed consensus. As shown in Fig. 8 these arefb0, fb2,
fb11, fb12, which together form a tetragon.
FIGURE 8. System reconfiguration stage: a new coordinate system is built
with the help of four marginal robots.
The centroid of this tetragon is marked with a green circle,
and the robot nearest to this point is selected as a new leader,
i.e. robot fb5. Using the same strategy as in the initialization
stage, robots fb8 and fb9 become reference robots, which
together form a new coordinate system. Once this coordinate
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system is propagated to all the robots within the multi–robot
team, the old coordinate system is dismissed.
B. VALIDATION OF DYNAMIC LOCALIZATION
As presented in the previous sections, the EKF estimator
can be applied for dynamic localization. In this subsection,
this approach is validated with Matlab, having the follow-
ing assumptions: a) all robots move randomly, b) the mea-
surements are associated with the white Gaussian noise to
simulate the noise of the real sensor, and finally c) the
entire simulation (including measurements) are updated
at 10 Hz.
FIGURE 9. Localization of four robots with the EKF.
In a first experiment, we place four robots randomly in
an area of 40 × 40 m2. The ground-truth trajectory of each
robot, and its estimation are shown in Fig. 9, while the
localization error and covariance matrix determinant of the
EKF are given in Fig. 10. To statistically evaluate our results,
we run 30 simulations and acquire around 72000 estimations.
We divide the localization error into 25 0.1-meter bins and we
present the histogram of the error in Fig. 11 and note that for
more than half of our samples, the error falls into the bins
around 0.3 meters.
In our simulation, we assume that the range measure-
ments arrive simultaneously at each time step. However, in a
distributed system, it is very challenging to achieve such
synchronization. This was analyzed by many researchers to
provide performance limits [43] and solutions [44]. Other
approaches, such as Unscented Kalman Filters, can also be
applied to reduce the impact of poor synchronization. Since
all of these approaches can be applied in our system to
improve the estimation accuracy and mitigate the impact
of asynchronism, we plan to address the issue in future
work.
FIGURE 10. Localization error and covariance trend.
FIGURE 11. Histogram of the localization error over thirty experimental
runs.
VI. CONCLUSION
This work presents a dynamic localization approach based on
range–only UWB sensors. By using a bio–inspired decentral-
ized consensus technique, our approach leverages the com-
munication between robots to build a common coordinate
system which allows for localization within an unknown
region, with only three robots. Therefore, to the best of our
knowledge, the presented work offers an advantage to exist-
ing approaches which require static robots which are used for
localization. Furthermore, we developed an algorithm used
for the initialization, and an additional algorithm which is
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used for the reconfiguration phase. During the initialization,
for a brief time instance, robots which are selected by con-
sensus are static, create a common coordinate system and
propagate it to all other members of a multi–robot team.
After this, a second algorithm, continuously, dynamically
and automatically improves the localization by re–initializing
the common coordinate system. The great advantage of this
approach is that in the localization phase, it doesn’t require
robots to be static as it uses the EKF for pose estimation.
Through simulations in Matlab and ARGoS, we have val-
idated and demonstrated that the EKF can be successfully
applied in for the aforementioned purpose.
We plan further investigation into the error characteristics
of UWB and robot formations to extend the presented method
to support a variety of robot distributions. We believe we
can achieve this by selecting a more appropriate algorithm
to determine the marginal robots, as the current approach
can be greatly improved from the standpoint of the necessary
data exchange. Also, our goal is to implement the method on
physical robots and consider different dynamic and complex
environments.
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